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BOOK REVIEWS
GuIDE To REMOVAL AND ITS PREVENTION, by Thomas M. Boul-

ware, Attorney at Law, Allendale, S. C. The R. L. Bryan
Company, Columbia, S. C., 1948. 41 pp.
A South Carolina lawyer, Thomas M. Boulware, Esq., of
the Allendale bar, has recently published an extremely practical treatise on the ever important topic of removal of causes
from State courts to Federal courts. Mr. Boulware tells us
in his introduction that the work does not purport to be comprehensive, and it is not, in the sense of constituting a complete annotated manual from which a lawyer can learn all
that he needs to know in order to remove a case or remand
one after it is removed. It does, however, cover with admirable conciseness all of the fundamentals pertaining to removals based on diversity of citizenship and will be, in that particular field, of perhaps more practical value to the practicing
lawyer who is unfamiliar with the law of removal than a
more exhaustive work would be.
One feature which adds to the timeliness of the publication is that the text and the forms have been prepared in
the light of the revision of Title 28 of the United States Code,
which became effective on September 1, 1948. The book covers
the fundamental principles governing the removal of cases
from State to Federal courts in cases of diversity of citizenship and also serves, as the author says, "as an aid to plaintiffs' attorneys in the legal and entirely proper prevention
of removal."
As its title indicates, this treatise emphasizes the prevention of removal. Mr. Boulware's thesis on the prevention
of removal is very simple. He believes that it is a good idea
for the lawyer representing the plaintiff to keep his case in
the State court whenever possible. With this end in view,
he makes numerous suggestions of methods of keeping litigation in the State courts. A novel feature of this part of the
book is the suggested method of preventing removal by the
partial assignment of a claim--either contract or tort-to a
citizen of the same State as the defendant.
It is interesting to note in this connection that this method
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of preventing removal has received the sanction of one of
the Federal District courts of South Carolina. Ridgeland Box
Manufacturing Co. v. Sinclair Refining Co., 84 F. Supp., 274.
Mr. Boulware, a lawyer of wide experience and a pastPresident of the South Carolina Bar Association, has given
the Bar a practical tool in this short book, and he is to be
commended for having brought it out when he did.
EDWARD W. MULLINS

JUDICIAL DOCTRINES OF RELIGIOUS RIGHTS IN AMERICA,

by

William George Torpey, Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1948. 376 pp.
The author has written a concise and full work on a very
important and complicated subject-the State and Federal
courts' interpretations of the constitutional guarantee of religious freedom in the United States. The subject is of particular interest today. Numerous cases concerning religious
freedom and separation of Church and State have been in
the news in the United States in recent years-the teaching
of religion in the public schools, the refusal of men of certain religious sects to bear arms, the use of State funds for
transporting students to sectarian schools, the part federal
aid to education should play in supporting sectarian schools,
and many others.
One of the amazing things about this book is its disclosure
of the numerous cases which have come to the courts in the
United States which were directly or indirectly concerned
with the problem of religion. The average citizen of today
takes for granted that the first amendment of the Constitution has had "its day in court" rarely. Mr. Torpey lists over
700 cases in his excellent bibliography.
Ten of the book's twelve chapters summarize these cases
and the doctrines which have evolved from them in the following categories--"Delegated and Police Powers as Limitations Upon Religious Freedom," "Rights of Individuals in
the Formation and Termination of Religious Societies," "The
Right of Religious Assembly," "The Finality of Administrative Decisions of Religious Societies," "The Exemption of
Church Property from Taxation," "Religious Rights in Marriage and Divorce," "Religious Rights in Parental Conflicts
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Over Child Control," "Educational Practices Involving the
Right of Religious Freedom," "Religious Rights in Court
Trials," and "Devises and Bequests for Religious Purposes".
These chapters are well written and footnoted.
Thefirst chapter, "Historical Analysis," and the last chapter, "Conclusion and Suggestions," do not measure up to the
standards of the factual chapters dealing with the cases and
doctrines. The author's idea in presenting the religious situation in the Spanish, French and English colonies in America
is an excellent one; but, as it is presented, it is unsatisfactory.
The analysis is too brief and inaccurate to be of much value.
On page seven, Mr. Torpey writes that the Spanish missionaries "influenced the development of the Southern United
States up to and after the arrival of the English in this region
in 1763." Whereas, the English only took over Florida from
the Spanish in 1763, which is a small part of the South and
-was of less importance than the Spanish role in the Southwest and the Far West. The author does not mention these
regions.
The author, contrasting the lack of religious freedom permiitted in Spanish and French America with that of the English colonies, comes to the conclusion that "Religious freedom
is an American creation". The British government is given
no credit for this, in spite of the fact that it did not force
a state Church in all the colonies, nor send a bishop of the
Church of England to the colonies, and that it did encourage
and permit dissenters to migrate and establish settlements.
The conclusions and suggestions made in the last chapter
are presented summarily, without brief, and are subject to
much controversy. The book would be a better one without
this chapter.
ROBERT D. OCHS
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